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coverstory

urge to Merge
How Mega-Deals will alter         Pay tV’s lanDscaPe By Mike Farrell

comcast-time warner cable:
the biggest deal of 2014 is expected 
to close by year-end and is currently 
under intense scrutiny from regula-
tors wary of creating what could be 
the most powerful media company 
in the world. with about 30 million 

customers in 19 of the top 20 u.s. tV 
markets, control of a handful of top 
cable networks — including most-
watched usa network — and the 
leading broadcaster, comcast-twc 
has spurred other distributors to the 
negotiating table.

Disney-Discovery:
the addition of the walt Disney co.’s iconic 
cable channels — including sports juggernaut 
esPn — and broadcaster aBc could give Discovery communications 
just the leverage it needs in its upcoming 
affiliate-fee negotiations (about 20% of 
Discovery’s carriage deals come due every 
year). with Discovery, Disney gets a stron-
ger international presence (Discovery’s 
international sales are expected to surpass 
domestic revenue for the first time in 2014) to offset any potential 
maturing of the u.s. market. the downside: Disney’s affiliate deals are 
already done, and are long-term pacts, so it could be a while before  
Discovery would feel the benefit of a pairing with esPn and aBc.

Disney-scripps networks interactive:
a Disney-scripps deal seems a bit one-
sided — it would mean a huge affiliate-fee 
opportunity for scripps and would create international opportunities for 
the channels. on the Disney side, there is a possible opportunity to integrate 
scripps brands into its theme parks and a merger would help to balance 
out the mix of female- and male-oriented cable networks. the downside: 
scripps’s already hefty valuation and what appear to be limited benefits for 
Disney.  21st century Fox-time warner inc.:

while a pairing of the owners of Fox news chan-
nel and cnn seems like a match made in a darker, 
hotter place, some analysts believe it could be 
done, especially if cnn were spun off or sold (to 
cBs?). the bottom line is that there many reasons 
to do a deal — a combined turner Broadcasting 
system and Fox cable would have enormous ad-
vertising and affiliate-fee power; joining turner’s 
sports assets with Fox sports 1 could give it more 
firepower for additional rights and the addition of 
HBo would give Fox the premier premium channel 
and a strong international outlet. the downside: a 
deal could be costly — time warner is trading at 
close to an all-time high ($70 per share), or about 
twice Fox’s $35-per-share range.

21st century Fox-scripps networks interactive:
under the Fox umbrella, scripps would finally get the 
affiliate-fee clout it has been striving for, as well as a deep-
pocketed parent that could finally roll up tribune’s 33% in-
terest in Food network. in scripps, Fox would get a string of 
low-cost, profitable networks that it could leverage across 
its portfolio. the downside: scripps is trading at a lofty 
valuation relative to its growth and has a small international 
presence, which could be discouraging to potential suitors.

21st century Fox-Discovery: 
like Disney, Discovery would add a significant 
international presence to the Fox lineup, and 
Fox could give the educational networks added 
muscle come carriage-fee negotiation time. 
Fox could combine Discovery with its own 
national geographic channel and could pair its 
international sports holdings with Discovery’s 
recently acquired eurosport. the downside: 
would Discovery’s major shareholder, John 
Malone, sell to rupert Murdoch, his former 
nemesis?

21st century Fox-madison 
square Garden inc.:
Madison square garden has 

been divesting assets — it recently completed the sale of its Fuse network 
to nuvotV — but its sports and entertainment holdings could be attractive to 
Fox. aside from professional sports teams (most notably the nBa’s Knicks and 
nHl’s rangers) and concert venues, Msg holds regional sports networks Msg 
network and Msg Plus, which would meld nicely with Fox’s interest in the yes 
network and its other sports holdings. the downside: Fox has gone the sports-
team ownership route before — and failed — with baseball’s los angeles 
Dodgers, and likely wouldn’t want to enter that arena again.  

time warner inc.-Vice media:
time warner has been in talks with multiplatform media network Vice Media for weeks about a possible buy, but the two are apparently far apart on 
price. in one scenario, the programmer would inject its Hln network (formerly Headline news) into Vice in return for half of the company. one hurdle: 
Fox owns 5% of Vice Media and could hold up a deal.

Viacom-cBs:
rejoining the two media companies about nine 
years after their split would make sense — owning a broadcaster would give 
Viacom more leverage in carriage negotiations, and having a major cable pro-
grammer would give cBs more value in retrans and more platforms to spread 
its sports properties. the downside: who would run it? Viacom could be facing 
some serious succession issues in the next few years concerning its 91-year-
old chairman, sumner redstone, and Viacom ceo Philippe Dauman and cBs 
ceo les Moonves don’t seem like a pair that could share management duties. 

time warner inc.-cBs:
combining turner’s cable channels with cBs’s 
broadcast presence is the biggest benefit for 
both companies, helping out in both carriage and 
retransmission-consent negotiations, but it’s not 
the only reason for a union. a deal would make 
the two largest premium channels — HBo and 
showtime — complementary assets rather than 
competitors. it would also consolidate the two 
owners of broadcaster the cw and could help 
cBs monetize its other content across platforms 
and in additional international markets. 

sony networks  
entertainment-starz:

Parent company sony corp. has been under 
some pressure to spin out its entertainment 
business, and in the absence of that deal, bulking 
up the production giant with its top film-content 
distribution partner seems logical. starz already 
has a movie output deal with sony Pictures and 
combining the two boost the premium channel’s 
original programming budget. 

amc networks-cBs:
the addition of top broad-
caster cBs would give 
aMc networks some 
needed clout in carriage 
negotiations, while aMc’s 
recent purchase of chello-
media would expose cBs 
content to a whole new 
international audience. 
cBs also affords aMc a 
possible syndication dis-
tribution channel for its 
content. 

charter-spinco: 
although it lost out on the ultimate prize — time warner cable — charter will receive 
some nice parting gifts: sales, swaps and spins that will nearly double its subscriber 
base from 4 million to 7.9 million. charter also will manage and own a 33% stake in the 
2.5 million-subscriber “spinco,” set to be spun off (and named) after the comcast-twc 
deal closes. after four years, charter can increase or decrease its spinco stake. never-
theless, it is expected to be a major player in the further consolidation of distribution. 

at&t-DirectV:
while perhaps not as compelling as comcast-
time warner cable on paper, the merger of 

at&t and DirectV would give DirectV, the largest satellite-tV provider, access to a 
robust broadband play and give telco at&t 20 million more tV homes in which to sell 
products. at&t has pledged to extend its broadband network to 70 million homes and 
add rural channels such as rFD-tV to its lineup if the deal is approved.
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omcast’s pending merger with Time Warner Cable, expected to 
close by year-end, will create a 30 million-subscriber powerhouse 
with customers in nearly every major U.S. city — including New 
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Miami, San Francisco and Dallas — 
and has spawned other mega-deals in the space. 

Just weeks after Comcast’s $69 billion deal for Time Warner Cable was  
announced, AT&T made a $67 billion bid to control satellite-TV behemoth  
DirecTV, which would give the telco a nationwide scope as well as create a  
26 million-customer No. 2 rival to Comcast-TWC.

Not to be outdone, Charter Communications, whose own pursuit of TWC 
was bested by Comcast’s February bid, negotiated a series of swaps, sales and 
spinoffs with the nation’s largest operator that will eventually give Charter con-
trol of an additional 3.9 million subscribers in major markets in the Midwest 
(Minneapolis and Indianapolis) after the larger deal is completed. Charter also 
is expected to be a major consolidator of smaller cable operators, with Cable 
One, Mediacom Communications and Suddenlink Communications among its 
possible future targets.

All the consolidation talk has programmers in a quandary: Should they bulk 
up to compete against what is becoming an increasingly concentrated distri-

bution base? Or should they ride the storm, believing that content will be even 
more valuable as new over-the-top distributors come on the scene?

While there is no guarantee that all these deals will pass regulatory scrutiny 
— should that occur, more than 60% of TV households and the vast majority 
of broadband homes would be controlled by just three companies — most ana-
lysts are betting that content consolidation is inevitable.

Just how that will play out is anyone’s guess, with some analysts advocating 
for the joining of already huge content companies like The Walt Disney Co., 21st 
Century Fox, CBS, Viacom and Time Warner Inc. Others believe smaller con-
tent providers such as AMC Networks, Scripps Networks Interactive and Dis-
covery Communications are likely to be the first to fall.  

21st Century Fox is expected to be a major player in consolidation, especial-
ly if it tightens up its European satellite-distribution assets. Fox’s 40%-owned 
British Sky Broadcasting unit said it was in early talks to buy Fox’s interest in 
Sky Italia and Sky Deutschland, assets valued at about $14 billion, which could 
give the programmer a hefty war chest for acquisitions. 

Others such as Discovery, Disney and Time Warner Inc. could look to M&A 
as a means to increase its affiliate-fee leverage and bolster ratings. 

To help track these mercurial developments, see the scorecard below. )
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